[Effects of high-level-manganese sewage irrigation on children's neurobehavior].
The neurobehavioral status was tested for 92 matched-pair pupils aged 11-13 in an area with high-level-manganese sewage irrigation and a control area. Results showed there was significant difference in manganese contents of drinking water between the area with sewage irrigation and the control area during 1990-1992, ranged 0.241-0.346 mg/L and 0.030-0.040 mg/L, respectively, with P < 0.01. Hair manganese content of children in the area with sewage irrigation (1.252 micrograms/g) was significantly higher than that in the control area (0.961 micrograms/g) with P < 0.01. Scores in digit span, Santa Ana manual dexterity, digit symbol, Benton visual retention test and pursuit aiming test for children in the area with sewage irrigation were significantly lower than those in the control area (P < 0.01). Hair manganese contents of the children in the area with sewage irrigation correlated negatively with most of those scores. It suggested high level of manganese in drinking water of the area with sewage irrigation might be an important factor affecting children's neurobehavioral changes.